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Abstract
The study explored the types of orthographic errors and their probable causes in the

students’ postings on the Graded Discussion Board (GDB) of Virtual University of

Pakistan (VUP). The purpose of the GDB is to invite comments from students on a given

topic; students place their comments within a given time limit and get graded

accordingly. Misspelling is a natural and common phenomenon among the second

language (L2) learners. However, due to the availability of spell check software options,

misspellings should get minimized in online discussions. For the present study, the

spelling mistakes committed by the graduate students of English Comprehension

(ENG101) course were analyzed. The findings demonstrated many types of spelling

mistakes including inconsistent rules, ambiguous words, vowel substitutions, consonant

substitutions, space inaccuracy, inflectional endings, double consonants, consonant

omissions, vowel omissions, tense mistakes and letter reversals. Some of the causes

explored were quick and direct typing on the interface, keyboard adjacency and not

using the spell check software. The results revealed that major spelling mistakes were

due to the lack of inappropriate guidance, insufficient practice and lack of adequate

awareness about inflectional morphology. Some recommendations to improve spelling

mistakes either on students end or through teaching techniques have been suggested at

the end.
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IntroductionLanguage learning is a delicate process of trial and errors. When a person begins learning anew language, s/he is prone to making errors while using the target language. Therefore, it is quitenatural that most of the second language (L2) learners commit spelling errors when they put thelanguage to use. Therefore, spelling errors can be seen as an integral part of the language learningprocess. As far as English language is concerned, the written form of spellings becomes a delicatematter as the pronunciation of many words is different from the written spellings. Spelling isimportant as one misspelling may change the sense which the author envisioned to express throughthe written text. Therefore, spelling is one of the several English writing complications that L2learners encounter. It is also observed that amongst all the writing mistakes produced by Pakistanilearners, misspelling is the most common mistake. Although, the spelling is vital for L2 learners towrite with correctness, very limited research is available on this matter in Pakistani context.Undeniably, understanding the reasons of spelling inaccuracy can lead to improvement in Pakistanilearners’ spelling expertise.The purpose of this study is to provide help regarding spelling mistakes to Pakistani onlinestudents in general and the students of Virtual University of Pakistan (VUP) in particular. Thecommon grammatical and spelling problems have been focused to improve writing expressions ofthe L2 learners. For this purpose, students’ short essays on Graded Discussion Board (GDB) fromEnglish Comprehension (ENG101) course of Virtual University of Pakistan were studied to identifyand evaluate most commonly occurring spelling errors. Strategies for the virtual teachers as well asthe students will be suggested to correct these errors to improve students’ written expressions in thevirtual mode of education.
Literature ReviewThe theoretical background of the study focuses on error analysis of the spelling committedby the second language learners.  Researchers such as Fries (1945) and Lado (1957) argued that byinvestigating contrasts between native and target language, the problematic areas might berecognized. Corder (1967) detected that learners’ errors are a window into the learner’s linguisticcompetence and performance. Systematically analyzing errors produced by language learners makesit possible to determine areas that need reinforcement in teaching (Corder, 1974). Gass & Selinker(1994) identify six steps to be followed in conducting an error analysis: collecting data, identifyingerrors, classifying errors, quantifying errors, analyzing sources of errors, and remediation for errors.For a long time, there was no principal approach on language teaching focusing on erroranalysis. In 1970s and 80s error analysis flourished to investigate L2 language acquisition. A numberof error taxonomies were proposed later on, in relation to second language learning literature. Errors
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provide significant evidence to teachers to give proper feedback to their students about correctionsto be made. Spelling errors are a pervasive and belligerent feature of L2 learners’ written practices.Spelling inaccuracy is universal because in spite of training and drilling in elementary schools,colleges and universities, spelling inaccuracies still seem in abundance in the writings made by thestudents. Spelling errors are belligerent hence, stimulating, so they disclose the evidence about thelanguage learning development.Corder (1967), a British linguist, redeployed his consideration on errors from the perspectiveof language processing and language acquisition. In his paper ‘The Significance of Learners Errors’(1967), he asserts that errors are not only inevitable but also very significant as without themimprovement cannot be possible. Therefore, errors can be termed as developmental errors. He findserrors significant as they provide evidence of how language is learned and what strategies orprocedures the learner employs in the discovery of the language (Corder, 1967). Corder considerslanguage learning as some sort of cognitive data processing and hypothesis-forming activity (Corder,1974). He suggests three steps of error analysis including data collection, description, andexplanation while Ellis (1997) proposes a more detailed model of error analysis including selectionof corpus of language, identification, classification and explanation of errors.According to Selinker (1972), spelling errors reveal much about a learner’s interlanguage.While interlanguage denotes the category of language formed by students, however, it also depictsthe state of aptitude acquired in a second language at a specified time. Similarly, Dulay, Burt andKrashen (1982)  recognize spelling errors as the defective side of learner’s writing or speech, i.e.those parts of the composition or conversation that diverge from the selected norm of maturelanguage practices.Susan (2011) declares English spelling as a consistent inconsistency which means that thestructure of English spelling is really intricate because sounds can be pronounced and spelt innumerous ways, letters can epitomize many sounds, and several spelling rules have diverseexceptions.Cook (1999) examines spelling inaccuracies in the written form of the learners of English andcategorizes them into four main types of errors: insertion/addition (including extra letters),transposition (reversing the position of letters), substitution (replacing letters with incorrect ones)and omission (leaving letters out).Moats (1996) investigated the spelling mistakes in a free writing sample of adult learnerswith obstinate reading and spelling complications. The poor spellers produced equivalently moremorphological and phonological errors. Therefore, on the basis of this outcome, Moats (1996)
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determined that poor spellers might ultimately learn to spell but their spellings stay marked bytenacious phonological errors.James (1998) presented spelling errors within the framework of error analysis distinguishingbetween misspellings and mechanical errors in writing. However, James classifies both mechanicalinaccuracies and misspellings as substance errors as they are concerned with the medium employedby the language users. He further argues that mechanical errors and misspellings are caused when alearner produces an encoding mistake through writing. So, James classifies four types of mechanicalerrors i.e. confusable errors, typographical errors, dyslexic errors and punctuation errors.Punctuation errors absorb all commonly recognized errors in employing spacing in writtentexts punctuation marks. They consist of overuse and under-use of punctuation marks, for instance‘a boys club’ or ‘tomato’s’; splits “such as ‘to gether’ or ‘an other’; and fusions, for instance, ‘takeaway’or cashpoint” (Carney, 1994). However, typographical errors are mainly due to mis-keyings made bytypists and fluctuate from other spelling mistakes in that they are visible only in typed text or printedform. These ‘typos’ are sourced not by linguistic memory slips or ignorance, but rather by mechanicalincompetence in operating a machine at speed. Therefore, James (1998) argues that majority of theseerrors are due to “a typist striking a key that is adjacent to the correct one on a QWERTY keyboard,e.g. ‘tge’ instead of ‘the’, and also include such common proofreader’s banes as reversals (‘adn’ for‘and’), omissions (‘lenth’ for ‘length’) and anticipations (‘extexted’ instead of ‘extended’)”. There area lot of words which create confusion between word pairs mainly because of having similar-soundingphoneme or morpheme, such as ‘divorce/devoice’, ‘discrete/discreet’ ‘course/coarse’. Carney (1994)considers the confusable errors as ‘phonetic near-misses’.Gerber (2009) describes that spelling problems are predominantly pertinent for learners aspoor writing skills not only have propositions for functioning in day-to-day tasks but may alsoinfluence the marks they obtain on written reports, which frequently form the basis of students’performance assessments (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998).
Research QuestionsThe paper explores the frequency of different types of spelling errors made by the graduatestudents of Virtual University of Pakistan (VUP) and the basic reasons of spelling inaccuracies foundin GDB comments. Following research questions would be investigated:1. What is the ratio of orthographic mistakes in VU GDB?2. What types of spelling errors were made by the graduate students of Virtual University?3. What are the causes of misspelling?
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Research MethodologyGraded Discussion Board (GDB) is used to grade short essays received from students basedon a discussion oriented topic. Primary data of ninety samples out of 1000 posts in EnglishComprehension (ENG101) course in the semester Fall 2014 were selected for the analysis of spellingmistakes. Simple random sampling technique was used to select 90 samples.GDB posts were reviewed carefully and spelling errors were highlighted through the use oftables, charts and bar graphs. Frequency of errors was calculated, the percentages were drawn in theform of tables and bar graphs showing high frequency and percentage of students committingdifferent spelling errors. Furthermore, the total number of students committing each spelling errorwere also drawn with the help of total population and represented through a table. On the other side,table and bar graph were also drawn for the students committing a number of errors. The mean wascalculated to evaluate the data. The mean of the data was also calculated through using SPSS 20version, t test was applied to the data and the result was compared with the other mean. It was foundthat the average result was significant and there was difference among the variables.
FindingsGiven below is each GDB post with the spelling mistakes pointed out:

Figure 1: GDB 1

Vowel Substation Errors:pereception, chang, recognitition, knowldge, ther, hopfull, evalute, watever, per cieving,buillding, somthing, beautifull, perceieving

Figure 2: GDB 2
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Inaccurate Double Consonants Errorspreception, worlb, arround, expreriance, beacuse, understod, acctualy, robbots, habbits,thats, reconization, meatureness

Figure 3: GDB 3

Keyboard adjacency errorsConcered, understandind

Figure 4: GDB 4

Space Inaccuracy Errorseverytime, experience

Figure 5: GDB 5

Space Problem ErrorsBeautifull village,i           life.Everywhere     greenland ,respectfull honest, helpfull.Iwater,fresh fruits,vegitables etc.In
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Figure 6: GDB 6

Vowel Omission Errorsexperiance, permanently, wealth,power, oppurtunity.when, condition.my, shoked,completly

Figure 7: GDB 7

Vowel Omission ErrorsIsantial, life.we, globle, villege

Figure 8: GDB 8

Vowel Omission & Space Problem Errorsthougt, collegues, lecturer.It, Acomodation
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Figure 9: GDB 9

Space Problem Errorsworld.Modern, forinstance,computers, thgrough it.We, internet.Forexample;if,information peson, homes,schools,offices,hospitals etc.We,fo

Figure 10: GDB 10

Inflectional Endings Errorhappened, acroos,,Seining, havingThe statistical results show that the spelling errors vary at different scales. Some spelling errorshave the same result i.e. typing quickly, keyboard adjacency, consonant substitutions, vowelsubstitutions, double consonants, inflectional endings, vowel omission, consonant omission andletter reversals. On the other hand, some spelling errors did not have the same results and wereconsidered highly significant i.e. inconsistent rules, ambiguous words, space inaccuracy andtense mistakes

Figure 11: Average Response of Spelling Errors
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Table 1:

Summary of Types of Errors and Corrections

Sr. Types Misspell Correction1 Consonant substitutions watever, reconization, Whatever, Recognition2 Vowel substitutions Preception, knowldge, ther, permanently, villege Perception, Knowledge, There, Permanently,Village
3 Space inaccuracy water,fresh fruits, etc. In life.Everywhere, ,honest everytimevillage, I .world.Modern forinstance,computers it.Weinternet.Forexample;if wealth,power .when condition.mylife.we lecturer.It per cieving4 Inaccurate double consonants Beautifull, hopfull, buillding, habbits, acctualy, acroos,respectfull, helpfull Beautiful, Hopeful, Building,  Habits, Actually,Across, Respectful, Helpful,5 Inflectional endings seening, haveing Seen, having6 Letter reversals Perception, percieving Perception, Perceiving
7 Vowel omission chang, knowldge, hopfull, something,experience,completely,collegues, understod Change, Knowledge, Hopeful, Something,Experience,  Completely, Colleagues,Understood8 Consonant omission becaus, Acomodation, infomation, peson, concered Because, Accommodation, Information,Person, Concerned9 Tense Mistake thoght, happend, shoked Thought, Happened, Shocked10 Typing quickly Worlb, ther, recognitition. World, There, Recognition11 Keyboard adjacency understandind Understanding12 Inconsistent rules Perceieving Perceiving13 Ambiguous word breaking per cieving Perceiving
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Table 2:

Statistical Data Analysis

Variables

Test Value = 1

Decision
t df Sig.

(2-tailed)
Mean

Difference

95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference

Lower Upper

Typing Quickly 1.630 89 .107 .233 -.05 .52 Accept

Keyboard Adjacency -1.869 89 .065 -.189 -.39 .01 Accept

Inconsistent Rules 2.666 89 .009 .511 .13 .89 Reject

Ambiguous Words -10.045 89 .000 -.700 -.84 -.56 Reject

Consonant substitutions 1.693 89 .094 .233 -.04 .51 Accept

Vowel Substitutions 1.716 89 .090 .311 -.05 .67 Accept

Space Inaccuracy 3.090 89 .003 .411 .15 .68 Reject

Double Consonants 1.196 89 .235 .122 -.08 .33 Accept

Inflectional Endings .747 89 .457 .089 -.15 .33 Accept

Vowel Omission .303 89 .763 .033 -.19 .25 Accept

Consonant Omission -1.191 89 .237 -.133 -.36 .09 Accept

Letter Reversals .547 89 .586 .056 -.15 .26 Accept

Tense Mistake 6.812 89 .000 .911 .65 1.18 Reject
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Description of Spelling Errors by Bar Graphs

Figure 12:  Responses of Spelling Error of Typing QuicklyOut of a sample of 90, 33 students committed no spelling mistakes in typing quickly while 29respondents committed just once in their GDB and 13 students committed twice.

Figure 13:  Responses of Spelling Error of Keyboard AdjacencyOut of a sample of 90, 43 students committed no spelling mistakes in keyboard adjacencywhile 29 respondents did just once in their GDB and 10 students committed twice.

Figure14:  Responses of Spelling Error of Inconsistent RulesOut of a sample of 90, 31 students committed no spelling mistakes in inconsistent ruleswhile 31 respondents did just once in their GDB and 28 students committed twice.
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Figure 15:  Responses of spelling error of ambiguous wordsOut of a sample of 90, 71 students committed no spelling mistakes in ambiguous words while13 respondents did just once in their GDB and 4 students committed twice.

Figure16:  Responses of spelling error of consonant substitutionsOut of a sample of 90, 26 students committed no spelling mistakes in consonant substitutions while41 respondents did just once in their GDB and 11 students committed twice.

Figure 17:  Responses of spelling error of vowel substitutionsOut of a sample of 90, 39 students committed no spelling mistakes in vowel substitutionswhile 22 respondents did just once in their GDB and12 students committed twice.
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Figure 18:  Responses of spelling error of Space InaccuracyOut of a sample of 90, 27 students committed no spelling mistakes in space inaccuracy while25 respondents did just once in their GDB and 16 students committed twice.

Figure 19:  Responses of spelling error of double consonantsOut of a sample of 90, 25 students committed no spelling mistakes in double consonants while32 respondents did just once in their GDB and 21 students committed twice.

Figure 20:  Responses of spelling error of inflectional endingsOut of a sample of 90, 39 students committed no spelling mistakes in inflectional endingswhile 21 respondents did just once in their GDB and 16 students committed twice.
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Figure 21: Responses of spelling error of vowel omissionOut of a sample of 90, 26 students committed no spelling mistakes in vowel omission while20 respondents did just once in their GDB and 4 students committed twice.

Figure 22:  Responses of spelling error of consonant omissionOut of a sample of 90, 41 students committed no spelling mistakes in consonant omissionwhile 35 respondents did just once in their GDB and 13 students committed twice.

Figure 23:  Responses of spelling error of letter reversalsOut of a sample of 90, 26 students committed no spelling mistakes in letter reversal while 46respondents did just once in their GDB and 5 students committed twice.
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DiscussionAlthough language learning is a complex process but language competency can be developedthrough practice and proper guidance. However, one of the significant components of language iswriting skill which plays a vital role in academia, business and other fields.  Spelling accuracy reflectsthe true image of good writings. Many students commit spelling errors that can distort the meaningof the sentences. The students fail to express their concepts clearly because they cannot spell wordsaccurately.Certainly, understanding the major causes of spelling errors is one of the skills to developPakistani students’ spelling expertise. Though, it may not be easy to find the causes that makelearners of Virtual University of Pakistan commit spelling errors as there are a lot of options of autospell checking i.e. MS Word and online spell checking software etc. Mostly students commit spellingerrors by typing directly in GDB Interface as there is no spell checking option provided on GDBInterface.The first spelling mistake observed on GDB was consonant substitutions. Inaccuracies inconsonant substitution spelling errors occur due to the lack of knowledge about consonants. The dataalso reveals the basic cause of spelling errors in consonant substitutions among e- learners owing tothe ignorance of the rules. The second spelling error was caused by vowel substitutions. Majority ofthe learners commit this kind of spelling error due to insufficient awareness about vowels and theirusage. Third important category of online spelling error frequently observed on GDB was spaceinaccuracy. This kind of spelling error was caused due to negligence and lack of practice. Spaces areemployed only to isolate words, phrases and sentences. The space error mixes the words into otherwords and changes the sense of the sentence. The fourth category of spelling errors was detected tobe inaccurate double consonants. Most of the e-learners were unfamiliar about the use of accuratedouble consonants. Nevertheless, double consonants illustrate that aforementioned vowels areeither short or long. Obviously, this kind of spelling errors reveals the fact that the learners areunacquainted about the rules and appropriate usage.The fifth kind of spelling errors noted was inflectional endings. In reality, the lack of properconsciousness of phonology and the deficiency of information about inflectional morphology are thebasic grounds of their mistakes.  The sixth type of spelling mistake was letter reversals.The seventh type of spelling mistake was vowel omission. The basic reason behind thismistake was the limited knowledge of vowels. On the other hand, eighth spelling mistake i.e.consonant omission is also related to an orthographic error. However, this category of mistake,
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consonant omission may be due to their negligence as in ‘becaus and information,’ or by theirmisperception of a double consonant as in ‘disapointed.’The ninth type of spelling mistake was tense mistake. Mostly students committed thismistake because of their lack of command of grammatical rules regarding tenses e.g. –s third personpresent simple tense, -ed past tense and plural nouns as well. The tenth category of spelling mistakeswas typing quickly. This cause of mistakes revealed that the learners add and drop lettersunintentionally.The eleventh mistake was keyboard adjacency i.e. hitting accidently and adjacency keyboardalso named as fat-finger syndrome. There are some other reasons of this mistake, i.e. laziness,shortage of time and workload pressure. The twelfth category of the spelling errors was theinconsistent rules which were commonly displayed by e-learners. The last category of the spellingmistake was ambiguous word breaking as the learners generalize the spelling into ambiguous forme.g. per cieving.The typographical errors are big challenge for e-learners and it requires practice to come upwith accuracy.  Moreover, learners should be given proper instructions in spelling learning becauseit is a neglected aspect in English courses at school, college and university level.With reference to the data obtained from the learners’ spelling errors, some major reasonswere observed. It is fascinating that most English phonemes match with Urdu alphabetic consonants,yet their orthographies are dissimilar. Additionally, it is noted that dissimilarities between Urdu (L1)and English (L2) orthographies may cause difficulty for Pakistani learners.The findings further exposed some errors when omitting spaces as in ‘forinstance’. However,in Urdu, certain words are transcribed with no separation except when the writers would like toseparate sentences.  Therefore, students may inaccurately put ‘for’ and ‘instance’ together as oneword or just write them unconsciously and continuously without a space as if they were composedin Urdu. So, it is likely to conclude that the resemblances in the two languages can stimulate learningat a positive level and dissimilarities can lead to problems.Numerous spelling errors occur as a consequence of phonological issues. Nevertheless, thisform of spelling error is considered as interference error or articulation error which occurs as anoutcome of spellers’ usage of specific pronunciation (Carney, 1994). Major discrepancy ofcorrespondence between sounds and letters is problematic.It is also identified that mistakes on inflectional endings are characterized as morphologicalspelling mistakes as suffixes –s, -ing and -ed are significant as they provide dissimilar meanings towords. However, it is difficult to enhance those inflected words correctly without grammatical
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knowledge or linguistic competence. Thus, the reason why students make this type of mistakes isbecause of their lack of knowledge of morphological rules. Concerning to the data attained, learnersmade inaccuracies adding incorrect inflectional endings of the plural nouns, progressive verbs (verbs+ ing) and third person singular verb form.While tracing all the causes behind spelling mistakes in writing English as a second language,the most obvious point remains students’ careless attitude in not using spell checks provided inMicrosoft Word. Spell checks may not make hundred percent corrections but can reasonably improvethe overall orthographic mistakes. Why students do not make use of it remains questionable.Although this option of spell check is not available on GDB to check students’ original English spelling,however they do have the facility to copy from MS Word file and paste it in GDB interface. However,many of them do not use this facility and the number of orthographic mistakes is quite large whichshould not be the case in an online interface.
ConclusionSpelling is an essential element for ESL students to write with precision.  However, Englishspelling is more complicated than many other languages of the world.  The current study exploredthe major and basic causes of spelling errors by the learners at university level particularly in anonline mode. Although, it is a fact that the students of online mode are less likely to commit spellingerrors due to auto spell check options but they often ignore the correct use of spelling in theiracademic writings. The main causes of spelling errors were the lack of adequate guidance andphonological and morphological knowledge.  Although there is no spell check facility on GDB tomonitor student’s original spellings, the students did not turn their spell checks on while writing onMicrosoft Word for copy pasting in the interface. The spelling errors show a casual attitude towardsimproving performance in L2.
RecommendationsThe researchers recommend some important points that may support e- moderators to assist theirstudents to be good at spelling:

 Clarify English orthographic rules to learners
 Monitor stages of spelling development
 Drill on spelling
 Use of mnemonics to learn spellings
 Make learners explore sounds by developing phonemic awareness
 Making students learn sound by segmenting each sound
 Reinforcing strategies based on morphemic and phonemic connection visualization
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 Use of dictionary for the improvement of spellings
 Use of analogy to spell unknown words by recalling familiar words
 Proper teaching of phonics to students even at university level
 Develop language courses consisting of integrated four skills by focusing spelling errorsparticularly
 Develop the habit of extensive reading among learners so that they may know how differentwords are spelt in diverse contexts
 Ask learners to develop vocabulary
 Disable the option of copy pasting on GDB.
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